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The 9th Age: Fantasy Battles is a community-made miniatures wargame.
All rules and feedback can be found and given at the-ninth-age.com
Recent changes are in blue and listed at the end of this document or at the-ninth-age.com/archive.html
Copyright Creative Commons license: the-ninth-age.com/license.html

How to Use this Document
While we always strive to provide books of the highest quality, inadvertent mistakes and unforeseen consequences in
rules interaction tend to find their way into the documents. This errata document was created to fix the most glaring
issues. The chapter “Rulebook” refers to the Rulebook version 2 from April 15, 2021.
At the end of the document, we provide short explanations for each erratum in the Designer Notes.
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Designer Notes

Rulebook
15.H.1 Overrun (page 62)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Overruns follow the rules for Pursuits moving Pursuing units, except that step 1. Pivot is ignored (i.e. Overruns
are straight forward) and that no Restrain Pursuit Test is required.

Arcane Compendium
Dusk Forged (page 16)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The bearer may choose to reroll its failed Armour Saves while using this Shield. If it does, it automatically fails all
Special Saves If the reroll from Dusk Forged is failed, the bearer automatically fails any Special Save against
that wound.

Army Books
Beast Herds
Hunting Horn (pages 9 and 14)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
All friendly units While within 6″ of one or more friendly models with Hunting Horn, units gain +1″ to their
Charge Range rolls in the Charge Phase.

Daemon Legions
Unnatural Roots (page 3)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
A side with one or more models with Unnatural Roots Engaged in Combat at the end of the Round of Combat when
Combat Scores are calculated adds +1 to its Combat Score.
Divining Snout (page 4)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
When Charging a unit that contains one or more Special Items, the model <and each R&F model in its unit> gains
+2″ Advance Rate for the Charge Range rolls.
Aura of Despair (page 5)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Enemy units suffer −2″ Advance Rate to a minimum of 1″ when rolling for Charge Range against units with at least
one model with this Manifestation in the Charge Phase. Units declaring a Charge against a unit containing at
least one model with this Manifestation suffer -2" Advance Rate to a minimum of 1" for that Charge Range
roll.
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Mountain Breaker (page 19)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
The model gains +2″ Advance Rate when rolling for Charge Range against units that consist entirely of models with
Towering Presence in the Charge Phase. When declaring a Charge against a unit that consists entirely of
models with Towering Presence, the model gains +2" Advance Rate for that Charge Range roll.

Dwarven Holds
Rune of Resonance (page 2)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Characters that leave a Combined Unit are no longer affected by the Rune of Resonance. Once per Magic
Phase, a single unit with at least one model affected by the Rune of Resonance may be chosen as an additional
target of a Battle Rune that a friendly model is casting anywhere on the Battlefield on another unit (during step 1
of the Casting Attempt)., with the following restrictions:
• A unit cannot be chosen if it is already a target of the Battle Rune.
• All instances of the Rune of Resonance on a unit immediately end when a Battle Rune is successfully cast on the
unit (regardless of whether as additional target from Rune of Resonance or as regular target of a Battle
Rune).
• Characters that leave a Combined Unit are no longer affected by the Rune of Resonance.
Runic Special Items (page 4)
Add the bold text:
Instead, they have their own version of Special Items called Runic Special Items in the form of Runic Enchantments
and Artefacts, which follow the rules for Special Items with the exception that they are not One of a Kind,
unless specifically stated otherwise.
Rune of Revocation (page 7)
Add the bold text:
All other spells with duration One Turn for which the target of the Rune of Revocation or a model or model part
inside that unit was the spells’ target immediately come to an end (note that if any of these spells had more than
one target, their effects also end for these targets). In addition, the next successfully cast enemy spell which targets
the unit or a model or model part inside the unit, including Aura spells and Attribute Spells, is automatically
dispelled (this is an exception to the Spell Casting Sequence and to the rule that Attribute Spells cannot be
dispelled).

Empire of Sonnstahl
Support Unit (page 3)
Add the bold text:
If the Support Unit has at least one Full Rank, it counts as having the same number of Full Ranks as a Parent Unit
within 8″ for the purpose of being Steadfast if it has fewer Full Ranks than the Parent Unit.
Locket of Sunna (page 4)
Add the bold text:
The bearer and the chosen model part must swap their corresponding unmodified Characteristic values of
Strength, Armour Penetration, Resilience, Agility, and Attack Value.
Rulebook
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Highborn Elves
Favour of Meladys (page 3)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Immediately after successfully casting the spell, add one Veil Token to your Veil Token pool You gain one Veil
Token that is not removed at the end of the spell's duration.
When a friendly unit within 18” of the Caster suffers a wound before Special Saves, you may discard a Veil Token
from your Veil Token pool and apply the following rules instead:
• No Special Save can be taken.
• If the attack causing the wound has Multiple Wounds, it inflicts one wound less than usual. Otherwise,
and the wound is ignored. An attack with Multiple Wounds will inflict one wound less than usual instead.
For Standard Infantry, up to 2 wounds are ignored per token provided they are suffered simultaneously. A
maximum of two Veil Tokens may be discarded each phase for this purpose. Characters and Gigantic models can
only ignore a single wound this way per phase.

Kingdom of Equitaine
Questing Oath (page 3)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
Models with Questing Oath gain +2″ Advance Rate when rolling for Charge Range against enemy units with at least
one model with Fear. When declaring a Charge against a unit containing at least one model with Fear,
models with Questing Oath gain +2″ Advance Rate for that Charge Range roll.

Saurian Ancients
Venomous Tide (page 15)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
All models in enemy units must take a Dangerous Terrain (1) Test after successfully Charging completing a
Charge Move against a unit of Snake Swarms.

Sylvan Elves
Master Archer (page 2)
Add the bold text and remove the crossed out text:
When Immediately before shooting with a Sylvan Longbow, all models with Master Archer in a unit may choose
to gain either +2 Armour Penetration or +2 to hit until the end of the phase.
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Designer Notes
15.H.1 Overrun (BRB, page 62)
Overruns actually follow all the rules for Pursuits (except for the listed exceptions), not just the rules for moving
Pursuing units.
Arcane Compendium, Dusk Forged (page 16)
The erratum specifies that Special Saves only fail for the wound for which Dusk Forged was used, and the amended
wording helps with the interaction with other model rules (e.g. Breath of the Lady).
Beast Herds, Hunting Horn (pages 9 and 14)
Streamlined with similar Charge Range modifiers.
Daemon Legions, Unnatural Roots (page 3)
Combat Scores are calculated a few steps before the end of the Round of Combat. The erratum removes this
imprecision.
Daemon Legions, Divining Snout (page 4)
Streamlined with similar Charge Range modifiers; specification that the effect doesn’t stack.
Daemon Legions, Aura of Despair (page 5)
Streamlined with similar Charge Range modifiers; specification that the effect doesn’t stack.
Daemon Legions, Mountain Breaker (page 19)
Streamlined with similar Charge Range modifiers; specification that the effect doesn’t stack.
Dwarven Holds, Rune of Resonance (page 2)
The erratum clarifies that the Rune of Resonance also ends if its target is affected by another Battle Rune.
Dwarven Holds, Runic Special Items (page 4)
The erratum clarifies that only combinations of Runic Special Items and not individual Runic Special Items are One of
a Kind.
Dwarven Holds, Rune of Revocation (page 7)
Rune of Revocation did not affect Focused spells. This was not intended and is fixed by the erratum.
Empire of Sonnstahl, Support Unit (page 3)
Support Units only have to use the Full Ranks of Parent Units in their vicinity if they have fewer ranks than the Parent
Unit.
Empire of Sonnstahl, Locket of Sunna (page 4)
The erratum specifies that you cannot swap e.g. your Strength value with the enemy model’s Agility value.
Highborn Elves, Favour of Meladys (page 3)
The erratum specifies that the Veil Token is not lost at the end of the spell’s duration and that no Special Saves can be
taken against wounds for which Veil Tokens were spent.
Kingdom of Equitaine, Questing Oath (page 3)
Streamlined with similar Charge Range modifiers; specification that the effect doesn’t stack.
Saurian Ancients, Venomous Tide (page 15)
The rules were not specific enough as to when exactly the Dangerous Terrain Tests have to be taken. The erratum
specifies that this happens after the Charge Move has been completed.
Sylvan Elves, Master Archer (page 2)
The erratum clarifies a couple of imprecisions regarding the timing and duration of the effect.
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